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Some basics about the axion

Three experimental fronts:

     Searches for halo dark matter
     Searches for solar axions
     Purely laboratory experiments

Final remarks



TSP’s* fine-tuning problem



TSP’s hypothesis, and first
unsuccessful experiment



The key insight



A high-Q search for relic oscillations



The Axion
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Properties of the Axion



Microwave cavity searches for axionic dark matter

Some basics about dark matter

Principle of the Sikivie experiment

The first generation experiments (RBF, UF) c. 1990

Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX) @ LLNL

Upgrade based on quantum-limited SQUID amplifiers

The Rydberg-atom single-quantum detector @ Kyoto



The cosmological inventory is now well-delineated

• But we know neither what the “dark energy” or the “dark matter” is

• A particle relic from the Big Bang is strongly implied for DM
— WIMPs ?
— Axions ?

P02552-ljr-u-004



The advent of “precision cosmology”



Cluster lensing of background galaxy



Rotation Curves — Galactic Dark Matter



Nature of axionic dark matter, and principle of the
microwave cavity experiment [Pierre Sikivie, PRL 51, 1415 (1983)]
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Axionic dark matter is very dense

The microwave cavity experiment measures the
total energy of the axion, thus revealing both

Doppler motion and coherence of the axion fluid

Axionic dark matter is highly coherent
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 Resonance condition: hn = mac2[1 + O(b2~ 10-6)]

 Signal power: P∝( B2V Qcav )( g2 ma ra )~ 10–23W



Figure 2

The first-generation experiments RBF, UF – 1980’s

From W. Wuensch et al.,
Phys. Rev. D40 (1989) 3153

The first-generation experiments already came within a factor of
100-1000 of the desired sensitivity – a stunning achievement



Axion hardware ADMX   LLNL-Florida-Berkeley-NRAO



Axion hardware (cont’d)



Sample data and candidates



Brief outline of analysis — 100 MHz of data



Limits on axion models and local axion halo density

P02589-ljr-u-022

Plausible models have been excluded at the halo
density over an octave in mass range

KSVZ

r Halo
PRL 80 (1998) 2043
PRD 64 (2001) 092003
PRD 69 (2004) 011101(R)

ApJ Lett 571 (2002) 27



Results of a high-resolution analysis PRL 95 (9) 091304 (2005)

2000 s

52 s

Measured power in environmental (radio) peak same in Med- & Hi-Res 



Latest SQUIDs are now within 30% of the Standard Quantum Limit
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Upgrade well underway to GHz SQUID amplifiers



Atoms with a single electron promoted to a large principal quantum
number,  n >> 1.  Superposition of Rydberg states yields “classical
atoms” with macroscopic dimensions (e.g. ~ 1 mm).

Potential for highly sensitive microwave photon detectors (“RF photo-
multiplier tubes”) realized by Kleppner and others in the1970’s.  The
axion experiment is an ideal application for Rydberg atoms:

Rydberg-atom single-quantum detectors

Most importantly, being a phaseless detector (photons-as-particles),
the Rydberg-atom detector can evade the standard quantum limit:

hν = kT
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•  Large transition dipole moments

•  Long liftetimes 

•  Transitions span microwave range
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  Rydberg single-quantum detection (S. Matsuki et al., Kyoto)

The blackbody spectrum has been measured at 2527 MHz 
a factor of ~2 below the standard quantum limit (~120mK)

M. Tada et al., Phys. Lett. A (accepted)



Summary of axionic dark matter & microwave cavity searches

The ADMX upgrade is almost complete and will resume operation in 2007

Cosmology bounds   ma > 1 µeV
  –  Ωa ∝ ma

-7/6 ,  ~ O(1)  for  1-10 µeV
  –  Why it’s a good DM candidate

Astrophysics bounds  ma < 1 meV
  –  Sn1987a, stellar evolution & lab

Model gaγγ banded within ~10
  –  From limited exploration by Kim

ADMX already in region of interest
 –  SQUIDs enable definitive exp’t



Solar axion searches

Solar axion spectrum

Axion-photon mixing & principle of the experiment

The CERN Axion Search Telescope (CAST)

Results, future plans



Produced by a Primakoff interaction, with
a mean energy of 4.2 keV

Tcentral = 1.3 keV, but plasma screening
suppresses low energy part of spectrum

The total flux (for KSVZ axions) at the
Earth is given by

The dominant contribution is confined to
the central 20% of the Sun’s radius

The solar axion spectrum
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Principle of the experiment (Sikivie’s PRL 1983 again!)
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The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST)

a γ

Prototype LHC dipole magnet, double bore, 50 tons,  L~10m, B~10T

Tracks the Sun for 1.5 hours at dawn & 1.5 hours at dusk

Instrumented w. 3 technologies:  CCD w. x-ray lens; Micromegas; TPC



CAST results and future prospects

K. Zioutas et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 121301 (2005) 

CAST has published results
equalling the Horizontal Branch
Star limit (Red Giant evolution)

The Phase II run underway is
pushing the mass limit up into the
region of axion models, 0.1-1 eV

Fill the magnet bore with gas (e.g.
helium), and tune the pressure

When the plasma frequency equals
the axion mass, full coherence and
conversion probability are restored:

! 

" p = (4#$Ne /me )
1/ 2 % m&

LLNL is providing 3He for the Phase II run, and fabricating a second x-ray optic

KvB et al. PRD 1989



Purely laboratory experiments

Photon regeneration

Optical activity of the vacuum

Magnetically-induced vacuum birefringence & dichroism

The PVLAS results



Photon regeneration   (a.k.a. “shining light through walls”)

KvB et al. PRL 59, 759 (1987)

P(γ → a → γ) = Π2 = 1/16 (gB0L)4 F(q) 4

Difficult to push down to competitive values of the axion-photon coupling

Only measurement to date  g < 7.7 x 10-7 GeV-1 for ma < 1 meV  @  BNL

[G. Ruoso et al., Z. Phys. C. 56, 505 (1992)]  – but several in preparation now
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Vacuum birefringence & dichroism

e =  N ⋅ (1/4 gB0L)2 ⋅ F(q)2

(N = number of passes)

(Maiani, Zavattini, Petronzio, Phys. Lett. 1986)

Vacuum dichroism

Vacuum birefringence
QED:
n⊥  = 1 + 4/2·ξ ,  n|| = 1 + 7/2·ξ
ξ = α/45π (B/Bcrit)2,  Bcrit = me

2/e ~ 4.41 x 1013 G

Axion:
Ψ = N ·(1/96)·(g B0ma)2·L3/ω



The PVLAS experiment (INFN Legnaro)

M = 1/gaγγ 

1ω
2ω

Zavattini et al., PRL 2006

Semertzidis et al., 
PRL 1990



PVLAS details & data

PVLAS Schematic
QWP = 0 o

QWP = 90 o

Phase-Amplitude Plot



The PVLAS results are intriguing but very odd

The experimenters had hoped to see the QED effect (“light-by-light” scattering), but their
sensitivity was not good enough by many orders of magnitude

Their value of gaγγ is ostensibly excluded already by 4 orders of magnitude, by CAST,
and stellar evolution (stars would live only a few thousand years)

The allowed region is on the very fringe of the exclusion region of the earlier RBF
polarization experiment, plus the photon regeneration experiment

The signal is extremely small:   3.9 x 10-12 rad/pass  – the angular width of a pencil lead
on the Moon viewed from Earth

There are evident systematic issues with the experiment:  large run-to-run variations in
the data, many times the estimated error per point; the unexplained 1ω peak; anomalous
dichroism with gases at low pressure, etc.

The effect of stray magnetic fields on the optics, particularly on the Fabry-Perot mirrors
may be suspected; this was problematic for the earlier RBF experiment

Nevertheless, this result has launched half a dozen polarization-rotatation
experiments around the world, and much theoretical work!



Excluded gAgg vs. mA with all experimental
and observational constraints

P02459-ljr-u-041

CAST (projected)

ADMX Upgrade

PVLAS



Summary & final remarks

The theoretical case is better than ever

–  “If the axion doesn’t exist, please tell me how to solve the Strong-CP problem” (Wilczek)
–  “Axions may be intrinsic to the structure of string theory”  (Witten)

Experiments are making excellent progress, and discovery would teach us a lot

–  Discovery of dark-matter axions could reveal the detailed history of our galactic evolution
–  Discovery of solar axions would give us an unprecented picture of the nuclear-burning core
–  Discovery of axions in the laboratory would have imponderable consequences

Experiments have challenges

–  Cavity experiments:    With SQUID amps, sensitivity is not an issue, but mass may be
–  Solar helioscope:        The sensitivity will beat the HB limit, but not by much
–  Lab experiments:        While independent of astrophysics/cosmology, the limits are weak

But remember – Physics is where you find it!




